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ed drug localization studies in
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In the development of therapeutic extracellular vesicles (EVs), drug

encapsulation efficiencies are significantly lower when comparedwith

synthetic nanomedicines. This is due to the hierarchical structure of

the EV membrane and the physicochemical properties of the candi-

date drug (molecular weight, hydrophilicity, lipophilicity, and so on). As

a proof of concept, here we demonstrated the importance of drug

compartmentalization in EVs as an additional parameter affecting the

therapeutic potential of drug-loaded EVs. In human adipose mesen-

chymal stem cell (hADSC) derived EVs, we performed a comparative

drug loading analysis using two formulations of the same chemo-

therapeutic molecule – free doxorubicin (DOX) and 1,2-distearoyl-sn-

glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DSPE) lipid-conjugated doxoru-

bicin (L-DOX) – to enhance the intracellular uptake and therapeutic

efficacy. By nano surface energy transfer (NSET) and molecular

simulation techniques, along with cryo-TEM analysis, we confirmed

the differential compartmentalization of these two molecules in

hADSC EVs. L-DOXwas preferentially adsorbed onto the surface of the

EV, due to its higher lipophilicity, whereas free DOX was mostly

encapsulated within the EV core. Also, the L-DOX loaded EV

(LDOX@EV) returned an almost three-fold higher DOX content as

compared to the free DOX loaded EV (DOX@EV), for a given input

mass of drug. Based on the cellular investigations, L-DOX@EV showed

higher cell internalization than DOX@EV. Also, in comparison with free

L-DOX, the magnitude of therapeutic potential enhancement dis-

played by the surface compartmentalized L-DOX@EV is highly

promising and can be exploited to overcome the sensitivity of many

potential drugs, which are impermeable in nature. Overall, this study
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illustrates the significance of drug compartmentalization in EVs and

how this could affect intracellular delivery, loading efficiency, and

therapeutic effect. This will further lay the foundation for the future

systematic investigation of EV-based biotherapeutic delivery platforms

for personalized medicine.
Understanding the role of extracellular vesicles (EVs) in inter-
cellular communications is gaining enormous interest in the
elds of cell biology and disease pathogenesis.1–3 Based on their
cellular origin, size, and biomarker distribution, EVs are char-
acterized as microvesicles, exosomes, and apoptotic bodies.3

Among these, exosomes and ectosomes (smaller membrane
vesicles) are identied as nanosized vesicles conned by a lipid
bilayer and containing cell cytosolic andmembrane constituents,
including proteins, lipids, metabolites, DNA, and microRNA.4–7

Extracellular vesicles are endogenous membrane-bound vesicles,
which are believed to play a huge role in communications
between cells via the exchange of specic biomolecular infor-
mation. Due to their inherent biocompatibility, non-immuno-
genic nature, and selective cell-targeting, EVs could be employed
as natural drug delivery platforms in the treatment of a variety of
diseases, including cancer. However, these endogenous vehicles,
including EVs, are self-limited with their natural membrane
architecture, to restrict biomolecular cargo and small molecule
passivation and thus, limit their clinical exploitation as drug
delivery systems. Several bioengineering strategies, including the
use of viral peptides, fusogenic liposomes, and bio-conjugate
linkers, allow one to modify the surface and core of the EV to
carry small molecules, peptides, and lipids of choice.8–10 Espe-
cially in cancer, such a reprogramming strategy is advantageous
in modulating the immune resistance, angiogenesis, drug resis-
tance, and metastasis formation in more personalized
approaches for better therapy and bioimaging applications.4,9,11,12

However, maintaining the integrity and nature of biomolecular
load aer surface modication is highly challenging.

Despite signicant advancements in EV bioengineering,
their clinical drug encapsulation efficiency continues to be
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 1 Physico-chemical characterization of doxorubicin-associated
extracellular vesicles. (A) Cryo-EM analysis of extracellular vesicles (EV)
isolated via ultracentrifugation from human adipose-derived mesen-
chymal stem cells (hADSC). (B) Cryo-EM images of individual EVs
associated with free DOX (top) and L-DOX (bottom). On the right, line
intensity profile spectrum analysis of the corresponding EV membrane
topology. (C) NSET analysis quantifying the quenching or enhance-
ment of the fluorescent signal emitted by doxorubicin for free DOX, L-
DOX, DOX@liposomes, L-DOX@liposome, and surface-L-DOX@lipo-
some, when reacting with negatively charged AuNPs. (D) Nanoparticle
surface energy transfer (NSET) fluorescent enhancement analysis for
DOX and L-DOX associated EVs. (E) Coarse-Grained Molecular
Dynamics simulation of the interaction between lipid vesicles and free
DOX or L-DOX.
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much lower, when compared with the synthetic nanoplatforms/
nanomedicines.13 The drug loading efficacy in EVs is dependent
on various physico-chemical properties including molecular
weight, hydrophilic/hydrophobicity, lipophilicity, chemical
nature, mechanical stiffness, etc. As a pilot study, here we have
incorporated free doxorubicin molecules (DOX) and 1,2-dis-
tearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DSPE) lipid-conju-
gated doxorubicin (L-DOX) into human adipose-derived
mesenchymal stem cell (hADSC) EVs for personalized drug
delivery applications. In this study, the term ‘EV’ refers to
endogenous exosomes and ectosomes, which are in the size
range of less than 200 nm. It is reported that mesenchymal stem
cell (MSC) EVs have functions similar to those of their parent
cells in repairing tissue damage, modulating the immune
system, and so on.14,15 Here we demonstrated the importance of
drug compartmentalization in EVs for modulating the effec-
tiveness of the therapeutic potential of the drug. For this, we
designed a comparative drug loading strategy of hADSC EVs
using two forms of the same drug – free DOX and lipid-conju-
gated DOX (L-DOX), for maximizing the intracellular uptake
(ESI, Fig. S1†) and to enhance the therapeutic efficacy of the
encapsulated drug in the glioblastomamodel using the U87-MG
cell line, for a personalized drug delivery approach. Though the
DOX molecule has very limited brain penetrance, recent
advances in EV-mediated DOX delivery have shown higher
blood–brain barrier (BBB) permeation, through systemic and
tri-geminal pathways (nose-brain delivery). For this reason, we
have chosen EV-associated DOX for our study.

Human adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cell exosomes
(EVs) were isolated via an ultracentrifugation method, from
conditional media upon starving hADSC under serum-free
conditions for 48 h. Then, the puried hADSC EVs were stabi-
lized in trehalose PBS.16 The extracted EV presented a regular
spherical shape with a size diameter of 120 ± 77 nm, as docu-
mented by the cryo-EM image in Fig. 1A. This was also
conrmed by the dynamic light scattering (DLS) analyses that
showed a hydrodynamic diameter of 154 ± 46 nm and a surface
z-potential of −22 ± 3 mV (ESI, Fig. S2†) respectively. The
western blot analysis on EVs in the presence and the absence of
the proteinase-K (PK) treatment showed the presence of the
characteristic EV biomarkers CD-9 and CD-81 (ESI, Fig. S3†). By
treating the EV with PK, it can cleave only the surface-accessible
protein present on the surface of the EV (ESI, Fig. S3†). In our
case, CD-81 is a membrane-accessible sensitive protein, which
gets cleaved by the PK treatment, as reported earlier.17

With the focus of developing therapeutic EVs with anti-
cancer agents, EVs were incubated with free DOX (DOX@EV)
and lipid-conjugated DOX (L-DOX@EV), at tested concentra-
tions ranging from 25 to 150 mg ml−1 of DOX equivalent dose.
The 1,2-distearoyl-3-sn-glycerophosphoethanolamine molecule
(DSPE) was used as a lipid for the lipid-conjugated DOX (L-DOX)
complex, as per our previous report.18 The association of the
therapeutic molecules with EVs was assessed using multiple
and complementary techniques, including dynamic light scat-
tering, zeta sizer, cryo-electron microscopy, and nanoparticle
surface energy transfer (NSET) analysis.
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
The incubation of EVs with free-DOX and DSPE-DOX (L-DOX)
led to a progressive increase in their hydrodynamic size from
the native ∼150 nm up to ∼300 nm, at the highest incubation
dose of 150 mg ml−1. Specically, the hydrodynamic diameter
changed from 165 ± 12 to 277 ± 11 nm for the DOX@EV, and
from 165 ± 12 to 321 ± 69 nm for L-DOX@EV (ESI, Fig. S4A and
B†). Interestingly, the zeta potential value of the DOX@EV (−23
± 1 mV) shows no signicant change even at higher drug
concentrations tested, whereas L-DOX@EV shows a steady
decrease in its zeta potential from −22 ± 3 to −16 ± 0.8 mV, at
the higher concentration tested (ESI, Fig. S4†). This decrease in
characteristic zeta potential would suggest that the L-DOX@EV
was adsorbed on the surface rather than encapsulated in the
core of the EV. These observations stimulated additional char-
acterization of the DOX-associated EV. Specically, the cryo-EM
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6830–6836 | 6831
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analysis of the DOX@EV and L-DOX@EV showed distinct
surface morphologies, with a notable roughness of the L-DOX
associated EV (Fig. 1B). By analysing the DOX@EV and L-
DOX@EV in cryo-TEM, the surface of the L-DOX@EV shows
more pronounced electron-dense regions, when compared to
the other. Using a line intensity prole spectrum (Gatan digital
micrograph Inc), the outer membranes of the DOX and L-DOX-
associated EV were further characterized. The line intensity
phase gap identied a thickness of the DOX@EV membrane of
3 ± 1 nm as opposed to the 8 ± 3 nm, measured for the L-
DOX@EV (Fig. 1B inset and ESI, Fig. S5†). The higher line
intensity phase gap spectrum of L-DOX@EV would be possible
due to the surface deposition of L-DOX molecules (>2 kDa).

To further understand the association of DOX and L-DOX with
EVs, a nanoparticle surface energy transfer (NSET) analysis was
conducted. This is a dipole-surface energy transfer process that
can be used to measure biomolecular interactions at the nano-
scale (ESI, Fig. S6†). Specically, depending on the relative
distance between gold nanoparticles (AuNP) and uorescent
biomolecules, the optical signal resulting from the AuNP-
biomolecule interaction can be either quenched (short distance)
or enhanced (long distance).19,20 In the current assay, DOX and L-
DOX are the uorescent biomolecules to be localized with respect
to the EV membrane. For calibrating the NSET analysis, we rst
characterized the interaction between liposomes, as a model of
EVs, and doxorubicin. Three different congurations were
considered, namely liposomes carrying free DOX dispersed in the
aqueous core (DOX@LIPO), liposomes carrying DSPE-DOX
dispersed within the aqueous core (L-DOX@LIPO), and liposomes
carrying DSPE-DOX adsorbed on the membrane (surface L-
DOX@LIPO), following previous reports by the authors21,22 (ESI,
Table S1†). The direct interaction of citrate-capped 40 nm gold
nanoparticles with free DOX in solution led to rapid quenching of
the DOX uorescent signal due to its surface conjugation with the
negatively charged metallic nanoparticles (short distance) (Fig. 1C
– red curve). Differently, the signal associated with the interaction
between the AuNP and free L-DOX was enhanced (Fig. 1C – green
curve), possibly due to the presence of the DSPE spacer (conju-
gation of the DSPE lipid protects the amine in DOX). Then, the
NSET interaction for the doxorubicin-carrying liposomes was
assessed, showing no NSET enhancement or quenching of the
DOX signal in the case of DOX@LIPO and L-DOX@LIPO, whereas
the signal for the surface L-DOX@LIPO was enhanced (Fig. 1C –

orange, blue, and black curves, respectively). The lack of
quenching or enhancement in the uorescent signal would
suggest that the AuNPs were too far to interact with doxorubicin,
thus conrming that the uorescent biomolecules are mostly
conned within the aqueous core of the DOX@LIPO and L-
DOX@LIPO, while the AuNP is external to the liposomes.
Conversely, the enhancement observed for the surface L-DOX@-
LIPO, similar to that observed for the free L-DOX in solution,
would suggest that L-DOX chains in this liposomal membrane
conguration are sufficiently close to the surface of the AuNP.
Having completed this series of calibration tests, we further
characterizedDOX@EV and L-DOX@EVwith the NEST technique.
While DOX@EV showed no change, L-DOX@EV returned a strong
enhancement in DOX uorescence, conrming the exposure of L-
6832 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6830–6836
DOX on the surface of the EV and the core connement of free
DOX in the DOX@EV conguration (Fig. 1D).

Finally, we also carried out Coarse-Grained Molecular
Dynamics simulations to estimate the affinity, partitioning, and
relative orientation of DOX and L-DOX with respect to a DPPC
(Distearoylphosphatidylcholine) liposomal vesicle. The trans-
location of DOX molecules and L-DOX chains across a lipid
bilayer, from the outer aqueous environment to the aqueous
core of a liposome, was modelled using the MARTINI force-
eld.23 The results in terms of free energy proles are shown in
Fig. 1E for DOX molecules (black curve) and L-DOX chains (red
curve). Individual DOX molecules preferred to dwell within the
core of the liposomes and an ∼60 kJ mol−1 energy barrier was
estimated to cross the lipid bilayer. The free energy prole
reduces steadily from the outer environment to the inner core
suggesting that, given the appropriate time and mixing condi-
tions, DOX molecules could spontaneously accumulate within
the core of the liposomes. This is indeed in agreement with our
results and current literature.24 Differently, for the L-DOX
chains, two wells of similar depth in the free energy prole were
observed right at the liposomal inner and outer layers with
respect to the surrounding aqueous environment of ∼120 kJ
mol−1, indicating a preference for L-DOX chains to avidly
adsorb at the lipid membrane exploiting the higher lipophilicity
of the pro-drug, as imparted by the DSPE appendix. The
approach used for the estimation of drug partitioning in this
work does not account for the free energy contribution associ-
ated with the ip-op of L-DOX (switch to an antiparallel
orientation) translocating from the outer to the inner lipid layer.
In the case of DSPC molecules, a strong ip-op energy penalty
deriving from moving the hydrophilic headgroup across the
hydrophobic core of the membrane has been experimentally
determined to be∼105± 2 kJ mol−1 at 40 °C.25 In the case of the
L-DOX conjugate, the hydrophilic headgroup of DSPE is
substituted by the large amphipathic DOX moiety, and the ip-
op barrier may be even larger due to steric hindrance. There-
fore, L-DOX likely redistributes mainly in the outer layer of the
vesicle where it remains kinetically trapped. Finally, L-DOX
exhibits an overall stronger affinity for the liposome system
(∼120 kJ mol−1) than free DOX (60 kJ mol−1), supporting the
experimental evidence for its higher encapsulation efficiency.
Based on these extensive and complementary characterization
studies, one can conclude that upon direct incubation of
doxorubicin with hADSC-derived EVs, free DOX molecules
would mostly accumulate in the aqueous core whilst L-DOX
chains would be adsorbed on the EV membrane.
Pharmacological features and
cytotoxic potential of doxorubicin-
associated EVs

Aer localizing the therapeutic agents within the EV compart-
ments (core vs. membrane), the loading of doxorubicin was
assessed using high performance liquid chromatographic
techniques. For the free DOX molecules, loading was about 9%
at 25 mg ml−1 of drug concentration but it reduced and
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Drug loading efficiency and release kinetics of the hADSC
extracellular vesicles. (A and B) Drug loading efficiency and the
quantitative drug content in the DOX and L-DOX loaded hADSC EVs
were analysed using HPLC. (C and D) Drug release profiles of DOX and
L-DOX loaded hADSC EVs under physiological conditions (pH = 7.4)
and under acidic conditions (pH = 5.8) respectively.
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stabilized around 6 ± 1% for all other cases up to 150 mg ml−1

(Fig. 2A). Indeed, the absolute drug content increased from an
∼2.5 mg to ∼10 mg per EV batch. Differently, for the L-DOX
chains, loading increased proportionally with the input
concentration reaching 17 ± 4%, corresponding to ∼30 mg of
doxorubicin, at 150 mg ml−1 (Fig. 2B). Further, the release
kinetics of doxorubicin from DOX@EV and L-DOX@EV was
investigated under physiological (pH = 7.4) and acidic (pH =

5.8) conditions (Fig. 2C and D). For both formulations, a sus-
tained release prole was documented under physiological
conditions with about 80% of the associated drug being
released within the rst 48 hours. Differently, as expected,
about 70% of the encapsulated drug was released in the rst 6 h
in an acidic environment. In general, the release of doxorubicin
from the L-DOX@EV appeared to be slightly faster than from
the DOX@EV, possibly because of the different drug compart-
mentalization, as discussed above. Further, the DLS of the
DOX@EV and the L-DOX@EV stability in 25 mM trehalose-PBS
buffer solution (by measuring their hydrodynamic size) were
also tested for 30 day-storage at−20 °C. The results showed that
the drug-loaded EVs (DOX@EV and the L-DOX@EV) depict
excellent stability by maintaining their structure intactness.
Based on the stability and maximum drug loading efficiency,
the formulation with the input ratio of 100 mg of the drug in 200
mg of EVs was chosen for both DOX and L-DOX batches, and the
same formulation was chosen for further biological studies
(ESI, Fig. S7†). The biological stability of the drug-loaded EV was
investigated using a serum stability assay (ESI, Fig. S8†). The
results illustrated that both DOX and L-DOX-loaded EVs show
higher biological stability in 90% FBS at 37 °C (ESI, Fig. S8†).

Then, the internalization and cytotoxic potential of these
doxorubicin-associated EVs were tested on a human glioblas-
toma cell line – U87-MG cells. For cellular studies, EVs were
labelled with PKH67 dye and they show a high stability under
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
physiological conditions (ESI, Fig. S9†). The näıve hADSC-
derived EVs were labelled in green with PKH67, while the
nucleus of the U87-MG cells was stained in blue. Aer 6 h of
incubation, uorescent microscopy images show a prominent
accumulation of the EVs in a perinuclear area (Fig. 3A). A time-
dependent uptake of EVs in the U87-MG cells is observed
(Fig. 3B). Furthermore, qualitative and quantitative analyses
were conducted on näıve hADSC-derived EVs and a signicant
difference in cellular uptake was observed upon proteinase-K
treatment26 (Fig. 3C and D). This molecule is reported to cause
the proteolysis of the surface receptors in extracellular vesicles,
thus inhibiting receptor-mediated endocytosis, which is the
main intracellular uptake mechanism for EVs. By treating the
EV with PK, it can cleave only the surface-accessible protein
present on the surface of the EV. In our case, CD-81 is
a membrane-accessible sensitive protein, which gets cleaved by
the PK treatment. Similarly, the untreated control EV shows the
presence of CD-81. Similar results have also been reported
before.17 Since the EV uptake in U87-MG is higher at 12 h
incubation time, two representative common times points were
considered, 24 h – long incubation time and 6 h – short incu-
bation time, to conrm that receptor depletion leads to
a signicant decrease in uptake. This is clearly shown in Fig. 3D
for both arbitrarily selected time points. Notably, in the case of
cell receptor depletion, the EV internalization efficiency appears
to be independent of the incubation time, suggesting that the
smaller percentage of internalized EVs is rapidly taken up
within the rst few hours of incubation. Aer 6 and 24 h of
incubation, the PK-treated EV showed a 50% reduction in U87-
MG cell uptake as opposed to the untreated EV (Fig. 3D).
Further, the cellular uptake of therapeutic EVs was determined
using uorescent microscopy and ow cytometry assays. In cell
culture, at 6 h post incubation, uorescent microscopy imaging
conrmed the avid uptake of the therapeutic EV by the U87-MG
cells (Fig. 3E and ESI, Fig. S10†). The green signal of the EV
membranes and the red signal for doxorubicin, both in the free
DOX and L-DOX congurations, were observed to co-localize in
a perinuclear position. Notably, the colocalization of the two
signals would also suggest that the DOX@EV and L-DOX@EV
are still intact within the U87-MG endosomes (Fig. 3E, top row)
at 6 h incubation. Such a co-localization was however lost aer
12 h suggesting the progressive release of doxorubicin in the
cytosol (ESI, Fig. S11†). When directly comparing the internal-
ization capacity of free DOX against L-DOX complexes and
DOX@EV against L-DOX@EV via ow cytometry at 6 h post
incubation, no signicant difference was observed. However,
the EV-based delivery of doxorubicin resulted in a signicantly
higher cellular uptake than the free drug (Fig. 3F).

Finally, the cytotoxic effect of the free DOX, free L-DOX,
DOX@EV, and L-DOX@EV was tested against U87-MG cells
using an MTT assay. As expected, the therapeutic potential of
the free drug (free DOX) is stronger than that of L-DOX at all
tested time points, namely 24, 48, and 72 h (Fig. 3G). This
should be associated with the reduced cytotoxicity of L-DOX and
possibly a modest change in doxorubicin's conguration (DSPE
lipid masking effect). Interestingly, the EV delivery of doxoru-
bicin returned enhanced cytotoxic potentials comparable to or
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6830–6836 | 6833



Fig. 3 Cellular interaction and biological characterization of doxorubicin-associated extracellular vesicles. (A) Distribution of PKH67-labelled EVs
within human glioblastoma cells (U87-MG) at 6 h post incubation. (B) Quantitative time-dependent EV uptake by U87-MG cells by FACS analysis.
(C) Confocal analysis on differential uptake of U87-MG cells treated with PKH67-labelled EVs in the presence and the absence of proteinase-K
treatment. (D) Quantitative flow cytometry-based analysis of EV uptake in U87-MG cells, at 6 and 24 h post-incubation, with and without
proteinase-K treatment. (E) Confocal laser scanning micrographs of DOX and L-DOX associated EV uptake in U87-MG cells at 6 h post incu-
bation. (F) Flow cytometry analysis of DOX and L-DOX uptake into U87-MG cells for EV formulations versus free drug treatment after 6 h
incubation. (G) IC50 of free DOX and L-DOX associated EVs in U87-MG cells at 24, 48, and 72 h incubation, respectively. Data were presented as
mean ± standard deviation. Values of p < 0.001 (***), p < 0.01 (**), and p < 0.05 (*) were considered significant.
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even higher than that of the free drug form. Specically, the IC50

values of free DOX and DOX@EV were found to be 0.28 ± 0.01
and 0.22± 0.02 mM at 72 h post incubation, indicating a slightly
stronger effect of the EV over the free drug. In L-DOX-treated
cells, a signicant change was observed between free L-DOX and
L-DOX@EV at 24 and 48 h respectively. At 72 h a similar trend of
cytotoxicity was observed between free L-DOX and L-DOX@EV,
which returned IC50 values of 0.9 ± 0.08 and 0.65 ± 0.01 mM,
respectively. The observed differential therapeutic response
should be ascribed to the higher internalization propensity of
the EV over the free DOX or free L-DOX, as observed above in
Fig. 3F. At lower incubation times (24 and 48 h), the EV-asso-
ciated L-DOX shows a signicant therapeutic effect and at
a higher incubation time (72 h) the difference diminishes as the
free L-DOX can eventually enter the cell and exploit in full its
killing potential of U87-MG cells. This trend is preserved across
both DOX and L-DOX-associated EVs in U87-MG, showing the
therapeutic advantage of the EV-mediated drug delivery system.
Conclusions

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) represent a promising tool for the
delivery of a wide spectrum of therapeutic agents, such as small
6834 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6830–6836
molecules, peptides, proteins, and nucleic acids, in the treat-
ment of various biomedical conditions, including cancer.27–32 In
this study, a model anti-cancer drug doxorubicin association
with human adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cell-derived
EVs was explored. Doxorubicin was used both in its free
molecular form (DOX) as well as in the form of a pro-drug (L-
DOX), resulting from the direct conjugation of DSPE lipid
chains with the drug itself.18 DOX and L-DOX were associated
with EVs through a passive loading and incubationmethod. The
rationale behind the use of the L-DOX pro-drug was that of
loading the chemotherapeutic molecules in different EV
compartments (aqueous core vs. lipid membrane). Indeed,
using extensive and complementary characterization assays,
this work showed that while free doxorubicin was preferentially
encapsulated in the aqueous core of the EV, the L-DOX prodrug
adsorbed over the lipid bilayer. This is indeed consistent with
the notion that DSPE lipid chains tend to fuse with other
natural lipids, such as those forming the EV biomembrane.33,34

The näıve hADSC EVs isolated via ultracentrifugation were
intact with a narrow size distribution and a diameter of about
150 nm. The DOX and L-DOX-associated EVs presented a larger
size ranging from ∼150 to ∼300 nm, depending on drug
loading. A cryo-TEM analysis highlighted signicant differences
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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in the EV membrane, depending on the payload, where L-DOX-
associated EVs presented membrane pixel differences as
opposed to the DOX-associated EV.

It is well accepted that drug loading into EVs is lower than in
synthesized nanocarriers, and this is due to the hierarchical
structure of the EV membrane which is much more complex
than the lipid bilayer of liposomes.8,35 For enhancing drug
loading in EVs, several biochemical strategies have been already
proposed, including electroporation, saponin treatment,
sequential freeze–thaw cycles, and so on.10,13,36,37 In this work,
a simpler strategy was adopted which was that of conjugating
the therapeutic agent with a lipid chain. Indeed, L-DOX almost
triplicated the total doxorubicin content in the EV, for a given
input drug mass, when compared with free DOX, returning
loading close to 20%.

Overall based on the observations, EV-mediated delivery of
DOX and L-DOX shows superior advantages over the free drugs
in their intracellular delivery and cytotoxic potential. However,
in comparison with free L-DOX, the magnitude of therapeutic
potential enhancement displayed by the surface compartmen-
talized L-DOX@EV is highly promising and can be exploited to
overcome the sensitivity of many potential drugs, which are
impermeable in nature. Though L-DOX@EV is not as potent as
free DOX and DOX@EV, the compartmentalization effect of L-
DOX in EVs enhances the therapeutic response of L-DOX. Thus
the compartmentalization strategy is highly advantageous in
delivering lipid-based therapeutics using extracellular vesicles
to target cells in a personalized approach. Overall, this study
illustrates the signicance of the compartmentalization of
drugs within extracellular vesicles, which might play a huge role
in their therapeutic efficacy, regardless of their encapsulation
efficiency. This will further lay the foundation for the future
systematic investigation of EV-based biotherapeutic delivery
platforms for personalized medicine.
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